**FMX GET-TOGETHER – Powered by**

**FMX ECHTZEIT PARTY powered by**

Kowalski | Kriegsbergstr. 28 | starting 21:00

Dance to electronic beats and live visuals at the legendary FMX Echtzeit Party powered by SAG Institute Stuttgart. Free entry and a free welcome drink (limited availability) only with your FMX Badge. Please make sure to bring it with you.

**ANIMATION MEDIA LOUNGE**

Die Note | Berliner Platz 1 | starting 21:30

Our Main Partner Animation Media Cluster Region Stuttgart hosts the Animation Media Lounge with talks, drinks and music.
On the FMX Square in front of Haus der Wirtschaft
Meet the FMX community and have a chance to drink at the PRG Get-Together! Free drink with an FMX badge.
**FRIDAY**

**KÖNIG-KARL-HALLE MEIDINGER-SAAL**

**14:00**

**The State of VFX**

**14:15**

**Light Field Field Production**

**14:30**

**The History of Animation**

**14:45**

**The History of VFX**

**15:00**

**The State of VFX**

**15:15**

**Light Field for VFX**

**15:30**

**Light Field for VFX**

**15:45**

**Silent World Live**

**16:00**

**Storytelling Via Monomania**

**16:15**

**Flattening Earth — Turning 2D into 3D**

**16:30**

**Flattening Earth — Turning 2D into 3D**

**16:45**

**Welcome to Light Fields**

**17:00**

**Welcome to Light Fields**

**17:15**

**Welcome to Light Fields**

**17:30**

**Welcome to Light Fields**

**17:45**

**Welcome to Light Fields**

**18:00**

**Welcome to Light Fields**

**18:15**

**Welcome to Light Fields**

**18:30**

**Welcome to Light Fields**

**18:45**

**Welcome to Light Fields**

**19:00**

**Welcome to Light Fields**

**19:15**

**Welcome to Light Fields**

**19:30**

**Welcome to Light Fields**

**19:45**

**Welcome to Light Fields**

**20:00**

**AVENGERS: ENDGAME**

**20:15**

**AVENGERS: ENDGAME**

**20:30**

**AVENGERS: ENDGAME**

**20:45**

**AVENGERS: ENDGAME**

**21:00**

**AVENGERS: ENDGAME**

**21:15**

**AVENGERS: ENDGAME**

**21:30**

**AVENGERS: ENDGAME**

**21:45**

**AVENGERS: ENDGAME**

**22:00**

**AVENGERS: ENDGAME**

**22:15**

**AVENGERS: ENDGAME**

**22:30**

**AVENGERS: ENDGAME**

**22:45**

**AVENGERS: ENDGAME**

**23:00**

**AVENGERS: ENDGAME**

**FRIDAY CLOSE PARTY**